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Our software covers most of the standard requirements out-of-the-box and can be adapted to your processes as requi-
red. Together we identify the tasks and develop solutions to master them.

Depending on the application, one or more of the following software products can be installed in this way Hybrid multi-
app use is possible on our systems (e.g. shopping centre: Daylocker, Laundry Service and Click&Collect on the same 
system).

With the „Maintenance Basic“ service package (hosting, monitoring) you can enjoy the current software „for life“. 
With future more in-depth integrations of e.g. other CEP service providers such as Post, DHL, GLS, DPD, etc., your 
Variocube system is always up to date! The updates are controlled centrally by us and updated on site without any inter-
vention.

 � Extremely modular and adaptable.

 � Cloud-based, using the latest web technologies.

 � Open API, easy to integrate into your IT.

 � High security due to well thought-out system architecture.

 � Multitasking and multi-app capability.

Variocube Software
20 years of experience with B2B software development

In addition to the applications described 
below, we also develop individual solu-
tions - e.g. for textile cleaning, intralo-
gistics processes, mail room services, 
access control etc.
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The system is designed in such a way that the users of the system can register themselves. This limits the effort for the 
landlord or the property management to 1st level support during operation.

With the optionally activatable goods handover function, users can also hand over goods/parcels to external persons 
(e.g. sales via eBay, classifieds, willhaben, tutti, etc.). The contact details to be entered when handing over goods serve 
to notify the recipient. The recipient receives information by email and/or SMS that the goods have been stored and are 
ready for collection. The message contains the pick-up code (one-time code).

 POBox.app – Variocube parcel box: never „yellow slips“ again

Delivery

Delivery service or recieving
department stores the parcel
in a cube.

Notification

The recipient is notified through
text message, email, slack or
other means.

Pickup

The recipient enters their
individual pickup code to receive
their goods.

Return receipt

Pickup confirmation is
logged for later reference.

Messages

PACK CUBE
Your parcel
has arrived!
Your pickup
code: 5342

The POBox.app software was specially developed for use in office buildings and in residential buildings.
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The application enables the use of a Variocube as a locker system. Both paid and free lockers can be offered.

Hand over goods, equipment and tools or keep them in stock in a locker. Thanks to the comprehensive software, both 
inbound and outbound processes can be realised. This enables an exchange of goods with the customer in order to be 
able to receive defective devices or, if necessary, to exchange them immediately. The interfaces enable integration into 
existing processes and software solutions.

The ideal solution to combine the best of stationary trade with the world of online trade. Goods of all kinds can be picked 
up or exchanged 24/7 in a time-dependent manner. The multi-channel approach saves customers time and distances 
for customers.
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 SafeCube – smart rental lockers & daylockers

Registration

Users register at the locker
using the touchscreen or via their
smart phone.

Authentication

The phone number is saved by the
system and a digital key card is issued
to the users.

Choose locker

Users choose one of the
available lockers.

Use locker

Users can now use their
locker freely via their digital
key card (smart phone).

Messages

This is your
safe.cube
key-card:
https://
safecube.io
...

 Click&Collect – the ideal 24/7 available multi-channel solution

Ordering

Clients order desired goods via
your online shop.

Storage and confirmation

Your service personel stores the
ordered goods in the cube.

Notification

Clients receive a notification via
email or text message.

Pickup

Clients pick up their goods at
the cube using their individual
pickup code.

Messages

COLLECT
CUBE
Your order has
been deliverd!
Your pickup
code: 1234

Online Shop

 ServiceCube – Rental, service, tool distribution - fully integrated into your systems

Service request

The customer calls their service
provider or sends a ticket regarding
a damaged device.

Storage and confirmation

The service department
confirms the ticket and stores
the replacement device in a cube.

Notification

The customer is notified
through text message or
email.

Pickup

The customer picks up their
replacement device using
their pickup code.

Messages

SERVICE CUBE
Your device
replacement
is ready for
pickup! Your
key card: ...

Ticket

SERVICE
TICKET
Replacement
device request.
Customer-ID:
...
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Smart lockers can be used with the RentalCube application to issue, return and store rental equipment.

With this application and smart lockers, you can make mail distribution and dispatch in your company more secure, effi-
cient and decoupled in terms of time. Through the API, our LogisticsCube application can be fully integrated into your 
processes, or you can use the solution stand-alone.
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 RentalCube – smart lockers for rental applications

Reservation

The customers reserve rental 
equipment through an online 
shop and receive a
pickup code

Pick-up

Customers collect their their 
rental device at the RentalCube 
with their pickup code.

Rental period

The customer uses the 
borrowed item.

Return

With the same code you 
can the rental device can 
be returned again.

Ticket

ABHOL-
TICKET
Leihgerät
abholbereit.
Kunden-Nr.:
...

 LogisticsCube – the solution for internal mail and goods distribution

Messages

PACK CUBE
Your parcel
has arrived!
Your pickup
code: 5342

Delivery & Registration

The shipment is received, registered 
and a barcode is assigned.

Storage

The postal department stores 
the shipment in the Cube.

Notification

Notification by 
SMS or Email.

Pickup

With pickup code or 
employee ID card.


